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I.

INTRODUCTION (ABSTRACT)

This monographic work aims to investigate the current epidemic caused by the SARS-CoV2 virus in
various aspects.
The analysis of the data and contents, currently shared by the scientific community, make this global
health emergency problem accessible to every type of reader, thus avoiding the confusion and the
discrepancy of news disseminated by the mass media, with particular reference to the " fake news
"galloping among social media.
My role was to focus on the topic in a clear and bibliographical way with particular attention to the
clinical and diagnostic aspects aimed at identifying the virus, its rapidity of spread, the tools in our
possession to stem and prevent it, always inserting ideas for reflection and criticism.
The extreme topicality of the topic dealt with imposes the need to carefully read all the information
reported which, although correct and updated as of 26 March 2020, can be refuted by the progress of
the research.
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1. HISTORY
On 9 January 2020, the WHO (World Health Organization) declared that Chinese health authorities
had identified a new strain of Coronavirus that has never been identified in humans before, officially
classified under the name of SARS-CoV-2 or 2019-nCoV ( acronym of the English Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2, coronavirus 2 of SARS). The virus is associated with an
outbreak of pneumonia cases registered as of 31 December 2019 in the city of Wuhan in central
China. On 30 January 2020, the ISS (IstitutoSuperiore di Sanità) confirmed the first two cases of
SARS-CoV-2 infection in Italy.
On 11 February, WHO called COVID-19 this respiratory disease caused by the new Coronavirus,
initially declaring this SARS-CoV-2 epidemic an international public health emergency and then a
pandemic on 11 March.
This virus comes in different forms, and four strains cause about a fifth of the common causes of
colds while other types cause endemic diseases in some animal populations. Until less than two
decades ago, all known human varieties of the virus caused diseases that were so mild that research
has lagged. Everything changed in 2003 when the pathogen behind the SARS (severe acute
respiratory syndrome) epidemic in China identified as a Coronavirus. "We were all surprised in the
environment," says University of Pennsylvania microbiologist Susan Weiss. "And we started to worry
about this group of viruses." That epidemic is believed to have started when a Coronavirus passed
from animals, most likely civet cats, to humans, thus giving rise to a type of disease called zoonosis.
The propensity of these viruses to such species jumps was evident in 2012 when another virus passed
from camels to humans, causing the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) which has so far
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killed 858 people mainly in Saudi Arabia, or about 34% of the infected people [4].
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Figure 1.1. Spread and mortality rate of the main viruses identified from 1967 to 2020
(Taken from: "Bio's Magazine" January - February; National Order of Biologists – Rome)
Almost certainly SARS, MERS and the new Coronavirus all originated in bats. The most recent 2019nCoV genome analysis found that it shares 96% of its RNA with a Coronavirus previously identified
in a specific bat species in China (Figure 1.2). "These viruses have long been widespread among bats
without making animals sick," explains Stanley Perlman microbiologist at the University of Iowa [4].

evolution." Journal of Medical Virology 92.4 (2020): 455-459.)
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Figure 1.2.Genomic analysis of 2019-nCoV

However, there were no bats on sale at the animal market in Wuhan, China, where the current
epidemic is thought to have started, suggesting that an intermediate host species was probably
involved. This situation seems to be a common feature of these epidemics: intermediate hosts can
increase the genetic diversity of viruses by facilitating more or different mutations.
What is Coronavirus? What is the factor that determines the transition to humans and how contagious
will it be? Furthermore, what is it that makes the difference between a cold case and a deadly disease?
In the years since these viruses first emerged as a serious global health threat, researchers have studied
their molecular biology in an attempt to answer these three questions.

2. CORONAVIRUS STRUCTURE

Figure 2.1. Electron microscope image of the virus isolated in February 2020 from an affected
US patient.
Coronaviruses are single-stranded RNA capsule viruses: this means that their genome consists of an
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RNA strand (rather than DNA) and that each viral particle is wrapped in a protein "envelope". Viruses

and once they reach the cytoplasm of the host cell, they exploit enzymes and organelles for replication
purposes generating a multitude of copies that will be released from the host cell and will infect other
cells. It is crucial to keep in mind that RNA, unlike DNA, does not have the mechanisms for correcting
errors and repairing damage during replication and therefore, RNA viruses are affected by errors
during replication.
The genomic size of Coronaviruses varies from about 26 to 32 Kb, extraordinarily large sizes which
increase the possibility of making mistakes during replication. The result is that these viruses change
very quickly. Some of these mutations may confer new properties, such as the ability to infect new
cell types or even new species.

Figure 2.2. Antigenic characteristics of the virus

and spicule. The nucleocapsid forms the genetic nucleus, encapsulated in a bubble formed by the
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(Taken from Walls, Alexandra C., et al. "Structure, Function, and Antigenicity of the SARS-CoV-2
Spike Glycoprotein." Cell, (2020).

pericapsid and membrane proteins. The spicular protein forms club-shaped protrusions protruding
from the whole bubble, making it look like a royal crown or the sun's crown, hence the name of the
virus (figure 2.2).

Figure 2.3. Electrophoretic separation with SDS page technique of proteins n (nucleoside) and
s (spike).
(Taken fromhttps://www.raybiotech.com/covid19-proteins/)
These protrusions bind to receptors present on host cells, thus establishing contacts with cell types
and therefore the range of species that the virus can infect. The main difference between
Coronaviruses that cause a cold and those that cause serious illness lies in the anatomical target of
infection: the former mainly infect the upper airways (nose and throat), while the latter develops in
the lower airways ( lungs) and can lead to pneumonia [4]

3. ORGANIC CYCLE OF THE CORONAVIRUS
The ACE2 receptor is the receptor target of the SARS virus, thanks to which it can penetrate the host
cell just as, similarly, the DPP4 receptor is targeted by the MERS virus for intracellular penetration.
Both receptors have localization at the level of the lung cells.

expressed on the target cells. "The DPP4 receptor is highly expressed in the lower bronchi, the
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The different tissue localization of these receptors justifies the difference between the two diseases.

airways that lead to the lungs and therefore you have to have a large number of incoming viruses
because our airways are very efficient in filtering pathogens," says virologist Christine Tait-Burkard
of the University of Edinburgh. "Prolonged and intense exposure is required to reach the lungs, which
is why we see people who work closely with camels getting sick."
On the contrary, since pathogens can more easily enter and exit the upper airways, the viruses that
replicate there are more contagious. In addition, "the ability to replicate at different temperatures
makes a big difference because the upper airways are the coldest," says Tait-Burkard. "If the virus is
more stable at those temperatures, it does not get to the lower airways." The lower airways are also a
more biochemically and immunologically hostile environment. He adds [4].
The 2019-nCoV analysis suggests that the new virus, like SARS, uses the ACE2 receptor to reach the
host cell cytoplasm and replicate there, which seems to justify the lower lethality of SARS compared
to MERS (the current rate of estimated mortality for the new Coronavirus seems to be around 2%,
but the figure could change with the evolution of the epidemic and the increase in cases detected).
However, the picture is quickly complicated because viruses that use the same receptor can lead to
drastically different diseases. A human coronavirus called NL63 binds to the same SARS receptor,
but causes only upper respiratory tract infections, while SARS primarily infects the lower respiratory
tract. "We do not know why," says Perlman. Another oddity is that the ACE2 receptor is mainly
expressed in the heart, but SARS does not infect the cells of the heart. "This is a clear indication that
other receptors, or co-receptors, are also involved," says molecular biologist Burtram Fielding of the
University of Western Cape in Cape Town, South Africa; a few days after this statement, Markus
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Hoffman discovers the involvement of the serine protease TMPRSS2 [12]

The binding of the viral particle to the host cell receptor is the first step of the intracellular entry
process. When a virus binds to a host cell, the two begin to transform together, and other viral proteins
can bind to other receptors. "It is not just the only main receptor that makes entry efficient," says
Fielding. "There could be others too." Another important factor of Coronavirus is their "accessory"
proteins, which seem to be involved in evading the host's innate immune response, the body's first
line of defence. The response is triggered when a cell detects an invader and releases proteins called
interferons, which interfere with pathogen replication. Interferons trigger cascades of antiviral
activity, from stopping host protein synthesis to induced cell death.
Unfortunately, most of these processes are also detrimental to the host. "Much of the disease is
actually due to the immune reaction, inflammation, and destructive effects induced by viruses," says
Weiss. "This will also determine how virulent a virus is: to what extent is a destructive immune
response induced instead of a simple protective response?"

the reason why existing medical

conditions are so important. "Most people who have died from the new coronavirus to date have had
comorbidities, such as autoimmune diseases or secondary infections that can become much more
aggressive when our innate immune system is busy fighting a virus," says Tait-Burkard. "That is why
the important thing is to treat people for comorbidities and give them antibiotics to stop the bacterial
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infections that take hold" [4].

Figure 3. The intracellular entry of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
( Taken from: Qing, Enya, and Tom Gallagher. "SARS Coronavirus Redux." Trends in
Immunology (2020).).

Of course, the purpose of the immune response is to eliminate invaders, so viruses put in place some
countermeasures. The trait that differs most between the various Coronaviruses, "These viruses are
closely related to each other, but have different accessory proteins," says Weiss, adding that "they
evolved to eliminate various aspects of the innate immune response." Some researchers think that
bats are coronavirus carriers because they do not trigger the intense immune response of humans.
"Many of the signalling molecules that warn our immune system are instead suppressed in bats, which
is why they do not get sick," says Tait-Burkard. Instead of reacting, the bats they maintain a constant
low-level response, which can contribute to the evolution of viruses. "Bats have a constant expression

proteins are far from fully understood. "In some viruses, they can be eliminated without any effect on
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of interferons, which selects viruses that are efficient in evading this response," says Tait-Burkard.

the ability of the virus to grow," says Perlman. "One might think: if there were a protein crucial to
counteract the immune response and remove it, the immune response would win: but it is not
necessarily so" [4].
Some researchers believe that accessory proteins affect coronavirus mortality. There have been SARS
studies in which the removal of an accessory protein did not change the replication efficiency of the
virus, which however became less pathogenic. "Many viruses would still be produced, but they would
appear less harmful," says Fielding. Coronaviruses have some ability to correct genetic errors, but
neglect certain regions of their genome, says Tait-Burkard. As a result, two sections, in particular, are
especially subject to mutations: those that encode the spicule protein and the accessory protein
regions. "In these two areas, Coronaviruses allow many errors, which drives their evolution, because
they manage to bind to new receptors and evade the immune response of new systems," says Tait-
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Burkard, "which is why Coronaviruses they are so good at moving from one species to another "[4].

4. COVID-19 PATHOLOGY AND DIAGNOSIS
4a. Pathology
The incubation time can extend from 1 to 14 days with an average of 5-6 days, despite the fact that
there have been incubation times of up to 24 days, decidedly longer than declared by the WHO and
these sporadic cases can have important consequences quarantine policies used to contain the spread
of the virus. The virus spreads mainly through the breath droplets of infected people and therefore
saliva, coughing and sneezing (droplets with a diameter of about 5 microns); direct personal contacts;
contaminated hands after touching their nose and eyes. [1] [2] [3]
The virus has also been identified in stool and blood samples, thus increasing the possible
transmission modalities and the related countermeasures to be adopted. The reproduction rate R0 (the
number of new cases generated on average by a single case during its infectious period in a population
that would otherwise not be infected) is estimated between 2 and 3, thus underlining a high pandemic
potential; for example, the classic seasonal flu viruses have an R0 between 1.1 and 1.3 (according to
seasonality).
However, it is not possible to make a comparison with seasonal flu viruses because, for the latter, we
have vaccines, specific drugs and a specific immunity [5].
To date, infection by asymptomatic subjects is not excluded. Initially, the disease manifests itself with
symptomatology that involves fever, dry cough, myalgias and fatigue; headaches, sore throats,
abdominal pains and diarrhoea have been reported more rarely [2]; preliminary laboratory suggests
linfopenia (<0.8*(10)^9L), high levels of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH > 250 UI) and extended
prothrombin time (PT> = 16 sec), in addition to the increase in inflammatory parameters especially
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IL-6 [1-3].

Figure 4a.1. Temporal changes of laboratory markers from the onset of the disease in patients
hospitalized with COVID-19
The figure shows the temporal changes in d-dimer (A), lymphocytes (B), IL-6 (C), serum ferritin (D),
high sensitivity cardiac troponin I (E) and lactate dehydrogenase (F). The differences between
survivors and non-survivors were significant for all points shown, except on the 4th day after disease
onset for D-dimer, IL-6 and cardiac troponin I. For serum ferritin (D), I mean values after 16 days
exceeded the upper detection limit, as indicated by the dotted line.
(Taken from: Zhou, Fei, et al. "Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult inpatients with

glass" nodules on the CT examination can be seen at the chest. [1-3]
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COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: a retrospective cohort study." The Lancet (2020)).

With the data available to date (28 February 2020) it can be asserted that the disease manifests itself
in a mild and uncomplicated form in over 80% of those infected, whose healing occurs 20 days after
the onset of symptoms but about 1 in 5 of the infected people may need hospitalization [6]. It is
therefore essential to define the spectrum of the pathology with the specific definition of the mild to
severe symptomatology and also of the risk-comorbidity factors, predisposing to prognosis with
complications. The clinical manifestations of COVID-19 in children <16 years are less severe than
those of adult patients and require, on average, 7.5 days of hospitalization. No children to date
(20/03/2020) have died from COVID-19 [16].
The average duration of the fever is about 12 days, and the cough can last for a long time, the dyspnea
up to 13 days and the latter lasts until death in patients who have not survived the syndrome with a
consequent secondary infection such as pneumonia or high bacteremia in samples biological
respiratory or blood [1)].

Figure 4a.2. Clinical courses of the main symptoms, outcomes and duration of viral spread from disease onset in
patients hospitalized with COVID-19 (ICU = intensive care unit. SARS-CoV-2 = severe acute respiratory

China: a retrospective cohort study." The Lancet (2020).
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syndrome coronavirus 2. ARDS = distress syndrome acute respiratory. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease 2019).

The mortality rate seems very variable: 8-15% in the province of HUBEI (the region of China where
the epidemic began); 1-2% outside (but the data in our possession are still limited); in Italy this rate
stood at 10.1% (data updated to 26/03/2020). In this regard, the statistical analysis proposed by Johns
Hopkins University of Baltimore is interesting, regarding the demographic analogy between the city
of Wuhan with Lombardy and the province of Hubei with Italyaboutthe relative similarity of the
growth of the infections. If this prediction should be accurate, we await the peak of infections around
6 April with the subsequent plateau and decrease phase (data in figure 4a.3 updated on 22/03/2020).

Figure 4a.3. The similarity of the growth of the contagions between Wuhan-Lombardy
and Hubei-Italy
(Taken from https://www.algebris.com/policy-research-forum/blog/covid-19-facts/ on the
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data of the "JH University" of Baltimore)

Italian photography at 17 March 2020 on a sample of about 2000 deaths [7] shows the average age
of 79.5 years with 30% of the total made up of women: the average number of pre-existing pathologies
observed in this population is of 2.7; only 0.8% of the sample had no pathology [1-3].
It can be concluded that the risk factors predisposing to a nefarious course of the syndrome are:
advanced age (> 69 years), high SOFA score, D-dimer> 1mcg / L [1]; previous pathologies such as
heart disease, diabetes, hypertension, cancer and respiratory diseases [8].
4b.Diagnosis
The gold-standard method for virus identification is Real-time PCR (RT-PCR) according to the
protocol of the University Hospital of Charitè in Berlin or according to the American one of the CDC
(Center For Disease Control and Prevention). For the examination, biological samples of the lower
respiratory tract (sputum, endotracheal aspiration or bronchoalveolar lavage) or alternatively of the
upper respiratory tract are preferred by performing a swab for each nostril and a swab for each side
of the oropharyngeal cavity.
Antibody dosing is not recommended but may help monitor positive patients [32], exclude patients
who have already been immunized from taking swabs, diagnose asymptomatic patients and ultimately
for first-level screening in case of diagnostic requests using the gold-standard method. The Puglia
Region (press release dated 18/03/2020 of Vito Montanaro, Director of the Health Promotion
Department of the Puglia Region) has authorized, on an experimental basis, the laboratories of the
polyclinic of Bari, Foggia and the "Vito Fazzi" hospitals of Lecce and "Vittorio Emanuele II" of
Bisceglie to research nCOV-2 by the assay of IgG and IgM antibodies; subsequently, the researcher
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Luisa Bracci of the CNR Immunology Network confirms their usefulness. [21]

Figure 4b.1.Rapid detection oflgM/lgG SARS-CoV-2 antibodies
The first antibodies that appear in the human immune system during infection are IgM and then IgG.
The activation of IgM and IgG antibodies allows judging if a suspect is infected. IgM and IgG
antibodies can be produced after several days of viral infection and at variable times between
individuals.
(Taken
from
da:
https://superbio.website/Presentazione_Kit_IT.pdf?189db0&189db0)
Ricercaeffettuata con Nanjing Institute of Biomaterials and Medical Devices (Southeast University))

5. THERAPY AND PREVENTION
To date, no drugs or vaccines are available to treat COVID-19; however, some drugs used off-label
have shown good efficacy in speeding up the healing process. In particular: antiviral drugs such as
Remdesivir® (in China already in phase III of the experimentation for VOC19) and Galidesivir®
[11] and Favipiravir® [ 19] (the Veneto region has already asked AIFA for the possibility of starting
an experiment); anti-arthritis drugs such as Tocilizumab® (already included in the Chinese
guidelines for the treatment of COVID19 from 07/03/20202) [9] which is being tested at some Italian
hospitals such as the National Institute for the Study and Treatment of Tumors in Naples from
03/17/2020; anti-malaria drugs such as chloroquine[33]. Also, TMPRSS2 receptor inhibitor
drugs (already on the market in Japan) can find a rationale in the experimentation [12]. On 15 March

virologist Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases said
that human trials are about to start on 45 young volunteers at the Washington Health Research
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against COVID19, but it will take months for the clinical trial [18]. For vaccines, the American
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2020, the Dutch University of Utrecht announces the discovery of an effective monoclonal antibody

Institutes of Health in Seattle and will last 12-18 months [10 ]. Given the need to have a cure in the
shortest possible time, therapies involving the administration of plasma taken from infected, but
convalescent patients are also under consideration [17].
At present, the only ways to defend and limit COVID-19 infection are prevention through compliance
with both personal and environmental hygiene rules, the use of Personal Protective Devices (PPE)
and the limitation of close physical contacts. Maintaining social distancing, including the most
extreme forms of isolation, are the only effective strategy for fighting any type of pandemic [13]. In
this case, the psychological effects would also have to be assessed. [31]

Figure 5.1. Effectiveness of social distancing measures on the containment of flu epidemics
( Taken from: Fondazione GIMBE. Efficacia delle misure di distanziamento sociale per contrastare
le pandemie influenzali. Evidence 2020;12(3): e1000207 ).

Another form of prevention, the efficacy of which has already been amply demonstrated against other
types of Virus (e.g. influenza A), or more generally by improving the efficiency of the immune
system, can be non-specific immunomodulation with supplements (Vitamin C, Vitamin D, Larginine, etc ...) [14-15] [20] [25-30] and probiotics (Bifidobacteria and above all Lattobacilli) [22-
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24], but reference publications are not yet available.

LIST OF ABBREVATIONS
WHO = World Health Organization
ISS = Istituto Superiore di Sanità Italiana
PCR = Polimerase Chain reaction
RT-PCR = Real Time– Polymerase Chain Reaction
AB = Anty Body
IgG = Immunoglobulin type G
IgM = Immunoglobulin type M
RNA = Ribo Nucleic Acid
DNA = Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid
SARS = Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
MERS = Middle East respiratory syndrome
ACE = Angiotensin-converting enzyme
DPP4 = Dipeptidyl peptidase-4
TMPRSS2 = Transmembrane Serine Protease 2
PT = Protrombine time
LDH = Lactate Dehydrogenase
SOFA score = Sequential Organ Failure Assessment
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IL-6 = Interleukine 6
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